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ABSTRACT

For many years, humans have been using the resources of the planet to create a more comfortable way of living without thinking the consequences. Construction is considered to be one of the areas that generates great impact to the environment. Today, one of the biggest concerns is caring for the environment based on all the premises that sustainability recommends. Since humans became sedentary many great cities have been built with materials like adobe (soil and water) and today are still standing as clear evidence of durability. In Mexico, adobe is a hardly used material that due to its composition and elaboration process is considered sustainable and should be considered important to analyze its past to propose how to bring the use of this material to the present needs.
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INTRODUCTION

Sustainable development is a term created in 1987 by the United Nation’s commission in a document called “Our Common Future”. This document was created because the way humans have lived through the years, with the intentions of improving quality of life, have affected the balance and existence of all other species and the resources that have allowed them for so many years. Now, these man’s actions are the main cause for environmental pollution. Pollution that happens in the air that one breath, the water that one drink and the earth from which one obtains food and a shelter to live.

Thus, sustainable development is defined as the “development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” (UNESCO, no date).

In order to achieve a sustainable development, one must consider not only the environment, but also society and economy, which all three together represent the pillars that will help measure the success of sustainable development. Therefore, it is important to understand each one of them.
The Three Sustainable Development Pillars

1. The *environmental pillar* is when all human actions must be done taking into consideration the environmental preservation and the natural resources receive the least impact possible.

2. The *social pillar* is when all human actions must be done taking into consideration the society needs to achieve wellbeing and harmony: health, work, security, cultural identity, gender equality.

3. The *economical pillar* is when all human actions must be done taking into consideration that profit happen in equal ways to all the parts involved in the company, and could contribute at a larger scale to reach society wealth. (MENOM, no date)

If Social and environmental pillars happen together it will create bearable circumstances, if social and economic pillars happen then it creates equitable circumstances and if environmental and economic sustainability happens then viable circumstances happen. Only if social, environmental and economical pillars happen at once then sustainable circumstances happen. (Jagran Josh, 2019).

Every activity that humans develop represents at the same time an impact, big or small, to the environment because resources will always be needed, which makes important not only to know all these concepts but also to create awareness of the situation the world is actually living as society and the damage it is causing to the environment in order to be able to be part of the solution.

One of the sectors that is considered to generate the greatest environmental pollution is construction industry which is why it makes it an area of interest to propose improvements that contribute, mainly, to the environment preservation. (Jannik, 2014).

Environmental Impact of Construction

Construction is the materialization of a building’s life cycle, that starts with the materials needed to build the project and it involves extraction, manufacturing and transportation of the materials. Then the construction process, operation of the building until reaching the demolition stage. (Figure 1).

In a greater or lesser degree, environmental pollution has been happening at any of the building life cycle phases, making the construction sector responsible for more than 50% of polluting emissions in the world. (Archdesk, 2021) This makes construction sector a very vast area of study to apply the concept of sustainable development an propose solutions. According to the World Watch Institute, construction sector consumes 40% of the world’s raw stones, gravel and sand, and 20% of virgin wood per year. (Archdesk, 2021).

Actually, the most used material in construction is cement because it presents attributes highly valued by today’s architecture design tendencies, like plasticity that allows to create any type of shape, texture and color, structural strength that allows diversity in forms, heights and gap between beams and durability that provides a clean and timeless image.
Unfortunately, the cement elaboration process makes it a material that is part of the 50% of the pollution produced by construction sector. Therefore, is a material that does not accomplish sustainable development.

For this reason, a good contribution to sustainable development would be to consider solutions that propose the use of other types of materials. One way to find possible solutions is to considered what architect Michel Lewis once said “when it is claimed that the past was better than the present or that the current time overcomes to the past, there is a risk of being left out of progress. But if the lessons of yesteryear are taken up with creativity to transform them into sustainable ideas, then, it evolves.” (Real State, Market and Lifestyle, 2010) In other words, by taking a look in to the past and analyze how things were build one can find options of materials that are worth being rescued, like adobe bricks, and adapt them to present needs.

Adobe Brick Values Found Through History

The use of adobe dates back to ancient times under different climates and cultural conditions. Evidence found show that different cultures settled in different parts of the world like Egyptians in Africa, Mesopotamians in Asia or Pre Hispanic in America had widely used adobe to build their cities. From simple houses to majestic temples or castles. (Referente, 2015) Specifically in Mexico, adobe has been used since the oldest evidence found belong to Olmec culture dated between 1200 and 900 B. C. and continued to be used and evolved until the colonial period with the Spaniards occupation. (Serrano, 2020).

Like cement, adobe also presents the attribute of plasticity, which allows the use of different techniques to work this material being the most common one to shape adobe in bricks.

Traditionally speaking, the adobe brick is made from the soil found in the construction site that once is mix with water forms mud. Then the mud is molded and dried in the sun. (Figure 2) Sometimes natural fibers, like straw,
is added. Since bricks are made from the soil found in the site, the composition can vary but on average it’s been found that is 10 to 15% clay, 10 to 15% silt and 70 to 80% sand with 25 to 30% of water. (Diamil, 2015).

Its elaboration process emerges empirically according to the culture, the location, the resources had at hand and what it was needed to be built. In other words, it is an intuitive process that the knowledge of it happens from generation to generation as family job. Thus, there is very little documented information on the process despite it is as important as the materials used to make the brick. (Goyeneche, 2011).

No matter what technique is used to build with adobe, it will always present several qualities that later will be related to sustainable development: (Salas, 2012).

**Thermal capacity** because adobe brick works as a temperature regulator keep fresh inside with hot outside and keeping warm inside when cold outside.

**Acoustic behavior** because it works as a low sound transmission.

**Low cost** because the materials required and abundant and easily obtained at any region so no special or long-distance transportation are required. Also, because its elaboration process does not require special machines it can be made by hand.

**Self-construction** because any one can learn how to make adobe bricks and there is no special equipment or machines required to do so.

Figure 2: ARKIPLUS (n.d.). Molding adobe bricks [online]. Available at: https://www.arkiplus.com/bloques-de-adobe/ (accessed 22 February 2022).
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Low impact material which will be discussed in detail as part of the conclusions of this article.

Having so many qualities in building with adobe bricks, one wonders why adobe bricks are no longer used and the main reason is that adobe bricks present a vulnerability to water and low structural strength which limits the possibility of tall or big scale buildings. It is important to acknowledge this disadvantage in the attempt to rescue the use of adobe bricks it will be a subject of investigation that so far is not the intention of this article.

CONCLUSION

So far it has been mentioned the importance of sustainable development, the environmental impact of construction and the importance of adobe bricks as a building material. Relating the life cycle of a building with adobe bricks and the three pillars of sustainable development to show that adobe brick is a sustainable material worth of study to rescue from the past and to take in considerations for actual constructions.

In the extractions of raw materials was mentioned before that adobe bricks are made with clay, silt, sand and natural fibers. These are materials that can easily be obtained at any place one decides to build. Since these are abundant materials, there is no excessive exploitation of non-renewable resources. These actions help with the environment care.

In addition, being materials from the region makes it a low-cost material, which contributes to the economic pillar and can contribute to cultural identity and social pillar as well.

In manufacturing adobe bricks, it is only required the use of human force and renewable energies (sunlight) so no pollution is generated and again, it is economical sustainable because of its low-cost process. Also, it is a technique that can easily be learned, adopted an integrated by society.

No special transportation will be needed to provide neither raw material or adobe bricks to the construction site avoiding gas emissions, so the environment is being cared.

The use of adobe bricks in the process of construction does not affect sustainable development. Because no special adhesives nor special equipment or machinery is required to build with adobe. However, it is perhaps the lifecycle stage in which it will be necessary to apply more research to successfully promote the evolutions of adobe bricks towards present and future architecture.

Once the building is operating the sustainable analysis is taking in considerations its thermal and sound qualities. The first one avoids the use of artificial climates like air conditioning or heating that produce emissions of greenhouse gases. Even though adobe maintenance it has to be done more often that other materials but still does not generate pollution and it is low-cost which it is economically accessible to any person and easily becomes part of cultural identity of the region.

Finally, the demolition of a building it is still is sustainable, since being a brick made with natural materials can be easily recycle or reuse without causing environmental pollution.
Despite all the advantages that adobe has given for so many years and through so many civilizations today is a material that is hardly used because with the appearance of new material like cement adobe bricks became an image of rustic and austere

So far, the information gathered shows that adobe bricks fit 100% in the three pillars of sustainable development but its structural strength requires more attention in being researched in order to improve its resistance enough to achieve cutting-edge works in design and with resistance for low-rise buildings and thus prevail sustainable constructions for many years.
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